Awareness of inner experience: a systems perspective on self-regulatory process in early development.
This brief synopsis of an organizational perspective on early development represents an integration of three major areas of the author's research: that of a detailed observational study of early mother-infant interaction over the first three years of life; that of a continuous neonatal state and caregiving interactional monitoring method over the first two months of life; and that of a 25- to 30-year follow-up on the same infants observed initially. From these data a ground plan is proposed for our thinking about the individual's life span trajectory as a unique construction within a unique context for that individual's interactional and adaptive self-regulatory strategies. Beginning with a review of biological principles, the paradoxical integration of complexity and unity in living systems is traced from the conceptualization of infant state and observations on its regulation through the role of state in the origins of awareness of inner experience, to the consolidation and validation of the self as agent in self-regulation. Central to integration is the recognition process, stemming from one's awareness that another is aware of what one is aware of within oneself. The constructionist perspective on the critical role of specificity in this organizing process is illustrated by reference to the negotiation between caregiver and infant of seven issues of adaptive coordination over the first three years of life. Finally, five propositions are formulated describing such specificity in this organizing process, as one that underlies integration of levels of the living system relating the biological, the developmental, the shaping of the life span trajectory, and the reconstructive therapeutic process.